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The assembly of β-barrel proteins into membranes is mediated by
an evolutionarily conserved machine. This process is poorly under-
stood because no stable partially folded barrel substrates have been
characterized. Here, we slowed the folding of the Escherichia coli
β-barrel protein, LptD, with its lipoprotein plug, LptE. We identified
a late-stage intermediate in which LptD is folded around LptE, and
both components interact with the two essential β-barrel assembly
machine (Bam) components, BamA and BamD. We propose a model
in which BamA and BamD act in concert to catalyze folding, with the
final step in the process involving closure of the ends of the barrel
with release from the Bam components. Because BamD and LptE are
both soluble proteins, the simplest model consistent with these
findings is that barrel folding by the Bam complex begins in the
periplasm at the membrane interface.
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The assembly of β-barrel membrane proteins into the outer
membrane (OM) of Gram-negative bacteria, mitochondria,

and chloroplasts is facilitated by conserved cellular machinery (1–
4). The β-barrel assembly machine (Bam) folds and inserts integral
membrane proteins into the OM of Gram-negative organisms (5).
Bam is a five-protein complex consisting of the essential protein
BamA, a β-barrel itself, and four lipoproteins, BamB, -C, -D, and
-E, of which only BamD is essential (4–8). The Bam complex
recognizes a large number of different substrates, but how each
component catalyzes the folding and insertion of such structurally
diverse substrates is unclear.
How β-barrels are assembled into membranes is not obvious.

Where and how folding occurs is unclear because intermediates
could contain both exposed polar amides and hydrophobic residues
until the barrel has completed its fully hydrophobic exterior. By
contrast, α-helical membrane proteins have internally satisfied
hydrogen bonds, making stepwise assembly from stable secondary
structural elements possible. Although Bam has been shown to
accelerate membrane β-barrel assembly (9–11), the transient na-
ture of folding intermediates has made accumulating such discrete
species for characterization difficult (12–15). If structurally defined
folding intermediates were to exist long enough for characteriza-
tion, they could reveal crucial aspects of the folding process.
Here, we studied the assembly of an essential, slow-folding

β-barrel, LptD. LptD is one of two components of the OM trans-
locon that transports lipopolysaccharide to the cell surface (16–18).
The other component, LptE, is a lipoprotein that forms a plug in-
side the LptD barrel (19–22). LptD also contains two disulfide
bonds (23), and its assembly involves the formation of consecutive
disulfide bonds that after barrel folding rearrange to form non-
consecutive disulfide bonds (24). The assembly of LptD is orders-of-
magnitude slower (∼20 min versus seconds) than that of other
barrel substrates (24–26). Because of the slow rate of folding and
our ability to use oxidation state as a proxy for barrel folding, LptD
is a prime candidate to capture folding intermediates.
We have used lptDmutations that further slow barrel assembly to

trap substrate LptD on Bam. Characterization of this intermediate

demonstrates that both essential components of the Bam complex,
BamA and BamD, interact with the substrate and that the soluble
lipoprotein LptE templates the formation of the LptD barrel. Be-
cause a significant amount of the LptD barrel enclosing LptE is
formed before barrel closure while still interacting with the peri-
plasmic portion of the Bam complex, we propose that barrel folding
begins in the periplasm and that the last step in the assembly pro-
cess is closure of the barrel with concomitant release from the
Bam complex.

Results
Identification of a Substrate That Accumulates on the Bam Complex.
Oxidative folding of LptD in vivo involves the rearrangement of
a form containing a disulfide bond between consecutive cysteines
(designated [1,2]-LptD) to its mature form containing disulfide
bonds between nonconsecutive cysteines (designated [1,3][2,4]-
LptD for the order in which the cysteines appear in the primary
sequence) (23, 24). More than 25 y ago, an lptD mutant allele
was isolated, called lptD4213, which encodes a 23-amino acid
deletion of an extracellular loop and confers OM assembly de-
fects (16, 18–20). To further characterize this mutant protein, we
isolated LptD from OMs of cultures expressing either WT LptD
or LptD4213 (Fig. 1A). Whereas total levels of LptD were sim-
ilar, LptD4213 primarily existed in a nonnative [1,2] disulfide-
bonded form, which is an intermediate in the WT LptD assembly
pathway (24). Because LptD4213 is membrane-associated but
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mostly remains in the [1,2] oxidation state, we surmised that it
stalls at some point during assembly.
To determine where LptD4213 stalls along the assembly path-

way, we used a chemical cross-linking strategy using the amine-
reactive cross-linker dithiobis(succinimidyl proprionate) (DSP) to
capture transient protein–protein interactions. Cells expressing
His-tagged BamA (Fig. S1) were treated with DSP and affinity-
purified (Fig. S2). After linker cleavage, we observed accumula-
tion of LptD4213, but not of WT LptD, on BamA (Fig. 1B).
Because WT LptD does not accumulate on BamA, we concluded
that mature [1,3][2,4]-LptD does not stably associate with BamA.
To determine the oxidation state of the LptD4213 cross-linked
adduct, we used the same cross-linking strategy except with the
chemical cross-linker ethylene glycol bis(succinimidylsuccinate)
(EGS), which can be cleaved under nonreducing conditions to
preserve disulfide bond configuration. We found that LptD4213
accumulated on BamA in the [1,2] disulfide-bonded configuration
(Fig. S3). These results established that LptD4213 stalls on BamA
with an oxidation state characteristic of a folding intermediate.
To determine if the stalled LptD4213 is still folding-competent,

we used a previously described intragenic suppressor of lptD4213,
lptD4213sup, which harbors both the 23-codon deletion and a mu-
tation that changes Asn-274 to Ile (27). OM fractions from strains
expressing WT LptD, LptD4213sup, or LptD4213 (Fig. 1A) dis-
played no difference in LptD levels, suggesting that the N274I
change in LptD4213sup does not affect protein stability or expres-
sion. However, we observed a significant increase in population of

the mature [1,3][2,4] species in strains expressing LptD4213sup with
respect to those expressing LptD4213 (Fig. 1A). Because total
LptD levels remained constant, the N274I change in LptD4213sup

appeared to facilitate conversion of the stalled [1,2]-LptD4213
intermediate to the mature [1,3][2,4] species. Consistent with this
finding, we observed a corresponding decrease in cross-linking of
LptD4213 to BamA (Fig. 1B). Because a single amino acid change
increased the amount of properly oxidized LptD4213 at the ex-
pense of the species cross-linked to BamA, we concluded that the
[1,2]-LptD4213 on Bam is an assembly intermediate.
The absence of a strong cross-link between WT LptD and

BamA at steady state could reflect an interaction time too short
for a cross-link to form, rather than a fundamental difference in
the folding pathway of WT LptD compared with LptD4213. That
is, WT LptD cross-linked weakly to BamA simply because
[1,2]-LptD proceeds rapidly to mature [1,3][2,4]-LptD, which
does not associate with Bam. Using pulse-labeling, we previously
showed [1,2]-LptD is detectable only in the first 10 min after a
cold methionine chase (24). To determine if we could observe
short-lived intermediates of WT LptD on Bam, we examined the
time-dependence of cross-linking in pulse-labeled cells expressing
WT LptD or LptD4213. In cells expressing WT LptD, we de-
tected a time-dependent cross-link between WT LptD and BamA,
which appeared immediately after the pulse and disappeared
20 min into the chase (Fig. 1C). However, in cells expressing
LptD4213, we observed substantial accumulation of LptD4213

Fig. 1. A mutant LptD substrate can be accumulated on Bam during folding. (A) LptD4213 accumulates as a nonfunctional disulfide-bonded species.
LptD4213sup partially suppresses the LptD4213 assembly defect. LptD4213 migrates faster than WT LptD because it lacks 23 amino acids. OM fractions fromwt
(MC4100), lptD4213, and lptD4213sup strains were subject to α-LptD, α-LptE, and α-His immunoblot analyses. (B) LptD4213, but not WT LptD, accumulates on
BamA at steady state. wt, lptD4213, and lptD4213sup strains expressing His-tagged BamA were cross-linked using DSP and affinity-purified. Adducts were
identified by α-LptD and α-His immunoblot analyses after linker cleavage by β-ME. (C) WT LptD transiently interacts with BamA. LptD4213sup restores proper
assembly of LptD4213 and mirrors the assembly of the native substrate. Cells expressing FLAG-tagged BamA and Myc-tagged WT LptD, LptD4213, or
LptD4213sup were pulsed with [35S]-methionine and chased with cold methionine. Samples were analyzed by SDS/PAGE/autoradiography after DSP treatment,
affinity purification, and cleavage of cross-linkers.
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on BamA immediately after the pulse that remained high through-
out the chase (Fig. 1C).
To assess whether LptD4213 follows the same folding pathway as

WT LptD, we examined the cross-linking profile of LptD4213sup.
The time course showed immediate formation of a transient, cross-
linked intermediate that decreased rapidly, mirroring the profile
observed with WT LptD rather than that observed with LptD4213
(Fig. 1C). Because the residue altered by the suppressor (N274I)
faces into the hydrophobic core of the OM and not the barrel lu-
men (19, 20), we assume no gross structural changes between
[1,2]-LptD4213 and LptD4213sup. The intragenic suppressor has
altered folding kinetics such that LptD4213 can now be converted
to the native oxidation state. Because a single amino acid substitution
allows LptD4213 to continue to functional product, we inferred that
the stalled LptD4213 complex is a putative folding intermediate that
could reveal crucial aspects of β-barrel assembly.

BamA and BamD Interact with Substrate Throughout the Assembly
Process. Proper assembly of the lipopolysaccharide translocon re-
quires the lipoprotein LptE, which forms a plug for the LptD
barrel (22, 28). Biochemical and genetic data have suggested that
LptD and LptE may interact during folding on Bam (21, 29). To
determine if LptD4213 arrests on BamA with LptE, we performed
similar chemical cross-linking experiments to those described
above to detect LptE. We observed increased accumulation of
LptE on BamA in cells expressing LptD4213 with respect to those
expressing WT LptD (Fig. 2A). Consistent with LptD4213 rep-
resenting a putative folding intermediate, LptD4213sup exhibited
lower levels of both LptD and LptE accumulated on BamA.
Because Bam also contains an essential lipoprotein, BamD (5,

7), we tested if this protein, like BamA (30–33), is involved in the
assembly of barrel substrates (34, 35). We performed the same
cross-linking experiments as for BamA except in cells expressing
His-tagged BamD (Fig. S1). As with BamA, we observed an
increase in cross-linking of both LptD and LptE to BamD in cells
expressing LptD4213 compared with those expressing WT LptD
and LptD4213sup (Fig. 2B). Therefore, we have captured a
stalled substrate on the Bam complex, containing BamA, BamD,
LptD, and LptE.

LptD Requires LptE to Fold on the Bam Complex. Identification of an
LptD4213/E stalled substrate on Bam revealed that LptE is
present before folding is complete. To ask if LptD can assemble
on Bam without its plug, we constructed a strain in which we
could regulate the levels of LptE and monitored the resulting
disulfide configuration of WT LptD. When LptE was limiting, we
observed no changes in total LptD levels but detected an accu-
mulation of unfolded [1,2]-LptD (Fig. S4), which was expected

because the LptD oxidative rearrangement is LptE-dependent
(23, 24). We then investigated if this unfolded [1,2]-LptD interacts
with Bam using the same cross-linking strategy described above.
Analysis of whole-cell lysates revealed no accumulation of WT
LptD on BamA (Fig. 2A) or on BamD (Fig. 2B) under LptE-
limiting conditions. We conclude that LptD does not assemble
independently of LptE on Bam.

The LptD4213 Intermediate on the Bam Complex Is a Stable Partially
Folded Barrel. We have previously used a site-specific in vivo
photo–cross-linking strategy to identify residues on multiple faces
of LptE that interact with the lumen of the LptD barrel (Fig. 3A)
in a properly assembled LptD/E translocon (21). We wondered if
we could use photo–cross-linking at these positions to better
characterize the LptD4213 stalled on Bam. We compared the
cross-linking profiles of WT LptD and LptD4213 when the UV
photo–cross-linker parabenzoyl-L-phenyalanine (pBPA) (36) was
introduced into His-tagged LptE at seven positions. As expected,
we observed cross-links between six residues in LptE with WT
LptD (Fig. 3B). The same six residues in LptE also cross-link with
LptD4213, but several of these residues differed in their cross-
linking intensity compared with WT LptD (Fig. 3B).
The intensity of cross-linking at residues M142, R150, and

F123 was similar in both the WT and mutant strains. LptD does
not form a canonical barrel, but instead forms a bulge where its
N and C termini come together to close the barrel (Fig. 3A) (19,
20). M142 and R150 interact with the LptD barrel on the side
opposite the bulge (Fig. 3A). Because these residues in LptE
form cross-links of similar intensity to both WT LptD and
LptD4213, this region of LptD4213/E has already adopted its
final, folded conformation.
In contrast, the other three pBPA substitutions in LptE resulted

in markedly different cross-linking intensities to WT LptD com-
pared with LptD4213. Cross-links from residues 90 and 124 in
LptE were much stronger to LptD4213 than to WT LptD (Fig.
3B), implying a closer association of LptE with the C terminus of
LptD in LptD4213 than in mature WT LptD/E. Residue 86
showed the largest difference in cross-linking, forming a strong
cross-link to LptD4213, but a very weak cross-link to mature LptD/E.
Residue 86 points toward the N-terminal region of LptD that is
involved in barrel closure (19, 20) and likely interacts with the
region of LptD that is deleted in LptD4213 (Fig. 3A). The differ-
ence in mobility observed for the cross-linked WT and LptD4213
species is consistent with cross-linking to a different site. These
results indicate that LptD4213 is wrapped around LptE; although
a large portion of the barrel resembles its final folded form, the
bulge region has not yet completed folding.

Fig. 2. LptE is required for engagement of LptD with Bam.
LptD4213 stalls on the Bam complex with LptE. WT LptD does
not accumulate on BamA or BamD when LptE levels are limit-
ing. Samples were subjected to α-LptD, α-LptE, and α-His im-
munoblot analyses after DSP cross-linking, affinity purification,
and cleavage of cross-linkers in wt, lptD4213, lptD4213sup, and
LptE-limiting strains expressing His-tagged BamA (A) or His-
tagged BamD (B).
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Barrel Folding Precedes Closure and Release from the Bam Complex.
Our observation that LptE plugs the LptD4213 barrel (Fig. 3),
yet can cross-link to Bam (Fig. 2), led us to ask what sites in LptE
contact Bam. Assuming that DSP cross-links lysine side chains,
we replaced those lysines in LptE that are not facing the ca-
nonical barrel region of LptD (Fig. 4A) with pBPA. When pBPA
replaced K70 and K121, we observed no cross-links to WT LptD
(Fig. 4B). However, in cells expressing LptD4213, we observed
the appearance of high-molecular weight adducts from positions
K70 and K121 in LptE to BamA and BamD, respectively (Fig.
4B). Residue K121 in LptE points into the LptD lumen and is
protected from proteolysis by the barrel in the final folded form
of LptD/E (Fig. 4A) (22). A cross-link can only form from LptE
to BamD if the LptD barrel is still open. Therefore, we propose
that LptD4213 exists largely as a plugged barrel in which the
ends of the barrel have not closed (Fig. 4C).

Discussion
In this study, we have used the essential β-barrel, LptD, as a
substrate to study Bam-mediated assembly in vivo. We have
isolated a partially folded LptD intermediate that is plugged by
its lipoprotein LptE and stabilized by interactions with BamA
and BamD. A number of β-hairpins have properly aligned be-
cause we observe cross-links identical to those found in the fully
folded barrel (Fig. 3). However, the barrel remains open because
we can observe a cross-link from LptE K121 to BamD in this

intermediate (Fig. 4), even though K121 should be fully enclosed
in the mature LptD barrel (19, 20). It is worth noting that K121 is
found in a region of LptE that is functionally relevant for barrel
assembly. Previously, we found that a 6-bp deletion in lptE that
changes residues 116–120 from YPISA to YRA causes defects in
LptD assembly (29). Importantly, missense mutations in bamA
suppress this deletion. We argue here that this region of LptE
forms important interactions with BamD during folding, and if
these cannot form, then mutations in bamA change how Bam
handles LptD/E to overcome the problem.
Characterization of a partially folded barrel trapped on the

Bam complex allows us to propose a model for how Bam cata-
lyzes the assembly of membrane β-barrel proteins (Fig. 4D).
Folding initiates when BamA and BamD interact with the N- and
C-terminal strands of unfolded LptD, drawing the barrel around
the soluble LptE plug. Favorable interactions between LptE and
LptD, including the L4 loop that contains the 23 amino acids
deleted in LptD4213, facilitate barrel closure and release from
BamA/D. LptD4213 accumulates on Bam as an open barrel be-
cause the deletion in LptD4213 removes critical interactions be-
tween LptD and LptE that permit barrel closure. We hypothesize
that LptE not only templates barrel folding, but also triggers
substrate release through an interaction with the L4 loop that
brings the N and C termini of LptD together and away from Bam.
Not all β-barrel membrane proteins have a plug, but some of

the largest ones do contain one that is part of the same polypeptide

Fig. 3. The LptD substrate accumulated on Bam is a rudimentary barrel plugged by LptE. (A) Specific sites in LptE (magenta) cross-link to the lumen of LptD
(green). LptE T86 interacts with an extracellular loop that is deleted in LptD4213 (red). Images were generated using the structure of LptD/E from Shigella
flexneri (PDB ID code 4Q35). The N-terminal soluble domain and the L11 loop have been removed for clarity. (B) In vivo photo–cross-linking of LptE to
LptD4213 or WT LptD. wt or lptD4213 strains both harboring the amber suppression system and expressing His-tagged LptE pBPA derivatives were either left
untreated or irradiated with UV. Adducts were identified after affinity purification by α-LptD and α-His immunoblot analyses under reducing conditions.
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as the barrel (37). Although smaller barrels cannot accommodate
folded domains within their lumens, some contain polypeptides
that may be involved in barrel assembly (38, 39). Because bringing
the N- and C-terminal strands together is not as entropically
challenging for smaller barrels, folding may be less dependent on a
structural plug. If plugs also act as release factors, as proposed
here, then small barrels would have an analogous mechanism for
promoting release from Bam.
Our model explains why Bam-catalyzed folding is more efficient

than the uncatalyzed insertion of β-barrels into membranes (9).
Biophysical studies suggest that the first step in uncatalyzed β-barrel
assembly involves pairing of the N and C termini, possibly facilitated
by a molten state at the membrane interface (14, 40). Pairing of the
termini dramatically restricts conformational and rotational degrees-
of-freedom to allow alignment of the β-hairpins. Once enough
β-hairpins have arranged to form a well-defined barrel, spontaneous
membrane insertion occurs (41–43). In our model of the catalyzed
process, BamA/D interacts with the unfolded substrate, presumably
also to restrict conformational freedom, templating formation of the
β-sheet. We conclude that Bam, rather than changing the overall
assembly mechanism, accelerates the intrinsic folding pathway.
Our data are also in agreement with the uncatalyzed mecha-

nism of folding with respect to where folding occurs. In the

uncatalyzed process, folding begins outside of the membrane
(43). Because BamD is found at the membrane interface rather
than in the membrane, Bam-catalyzed folding must also occur at
this interface (Fig. 4D). In fact, BamD and LptE are both soluble
periplasmic proteins anchored to the OM by lipid tails, and LptD
folds around LptE. The simplest model, consistent with our re-
sults, is that folding likely begins in the periplasm at the mem-
brane interface before membrane insertion.

Materials and Methods
Strains and Growth Conditions. Strains and plasmids are provided in Tables S1
and S2, respectively. Unless otherwise noted, cultures were grown at 37 °C
and supplemented with the appropriate antibiotics and amino acids.

In Vivo Chemical Cross-Linking. Cross-linking experiments are based on
techniques previously described (44), with modifications. A detailed de-
scription of affinity purification and in vivo cross-linking procedures are
provided in SI Materials and Methods.

In Vivo DSP Cross-Linking of [35S]-Pulse–Labeled Cells. Strains MC4100 con-
taining pET9aFLAG3-BamA and pLptD/LptD4213/LptD61-Myc3 were used in
in vivo DSP cross-linking of [35S]-pulse–labeled cells. A 25-mL culture was
grown to OD600 ∼0.6 in M63/glucose minimal media supplemented with
18 amino acids (minus methionine and cysteine) at 37 °C. The culture was

Fig. 4. The LptD substrate accumulated on Bam is an open barrel. (A) LptE K121 is protected by, but does not directly interact with, LptD. LptE K79 is exposed
to the periplasmic space. (B) LptE displays LptD4213-dependent cross-links to Bam. Bands marked with an asterisk have not been identified. (C) LptE displays
differential cross-linking profiles to WT LptD (Left) and LptD4213 (Right). Strong and weak cross-links are marked by gray and black lines, respectively. (D) Side
view model of Bam-assisted LptD folding.
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pulse-labeled with [35S]-methionine (200 μCi/mL final concentration; American
Radiochemicals) for 2 min and then chased with cold methionine (5 mM) at
37 °C. At the indicated time points during the chase, a 5-mL culture aliquot
was pelleted by centrifuging at 14,000 × g for 1 min. The cell pellet was
resuspended in 300 μL of 150 mM NaCl and 10 mM NaH2PO4, pH 7.2, pelleted
again at 18,000 × g for 30 s, and resuspended in 300 μL of the same buffer.
Three microliters of DMSO containing 75 μg DSP was added to the resus-
pended cells and incubated at 37 °C for 30 min. The cross-linking reaction was
quenched by addition of 1 M Tris·HCl (pH 8.0) to a final concentration of
20 mM followed by addition of 50 μL of trichloroacetic acid (TCA, 70% (wt/vol)
in water) and incubated on ice for 20 min. Precipitated proteins were pelleted
at 18,000 × g for 10 min at 4 °C, washed with 1 mL of ice-cold acetone, and
then solubilized in 150 μL of 100 mM Tris·HCl, pH 8.0, containing 1% (wt/vol)
SDS. The sample was sonicated for 30 s to aid solubilization. The cross-linked
products were collected from the samples by immunoprecipitation as de-
scribed previously (24), with modifications. After immunoprecipitation, 15 μL

of eluted sample was applied to SDS/PAGE directly; 4–20% Tris·HCl poly-
acrylamide gels were used (running conditions: 150 V for 90 min). The gel was
then dried and exposed to phosphor storage screens for autoradiography.
Further details are provided in SI Materials and Methods.

Site-Specific in Vivo Photo–Cross-Linking. Photo–cross-linking experiments are
based on techniques as previously described (21), with modifications. A de-
tailed description of affinity purification and in vivo photo–cross-linking
procedures are provided in SI Materials and Methods.
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